
The guided-missile destroyer USS Porter conducts strike operations against a target in 2017. (U.S. Navy/Ford Williams)
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On the morning of May 17, 2024 U.S. and Chinese leaders authorized a limited nuclear exchange in the 
western Pacific. No one, including those who made the decision, is completely sure what caused the 
flash war. However, historians are confident that neither side deployed fully autonomous weapons or 

intentionally violated the law of armed conflict. Each side acted in anticipatory self-defense. Irrespective of the 
intent, in less than two hours, the technologies in use prompted a conflict that killed millions.

The Two Hour Road to War 
As the 2020s dawned, tension in the South China Sea (SCS) continued to escalate. China, the United States, 
Vietnam, the Philippines, and Taiwan expanded their deployment of forces in the region and made increas-
ingly uncompromising territorial claims. At the same time, both the United States and China fielded artificial 
intelligence (AI) systems designed for strategic, multi-domain awareness. AI allowed the fusing and incorpo-
ration of billions of diverse data points across a spectrum of intelligence sensors, online meta-material, social 
media, economic indicators, and human reporting. Initial versions of the U.S. systems received extensive 
verification and validation of performance to ensure system reliability and safety assurance. These systems 
proved highly reliable in identification of the various predictors of adversary actions around the globe, as did 
the Chinese systems, despite receiving less rigorous testing and evaluation. AI development proceeded rapidly 
and by late 2022 dual-use AI systems became commercially available that could not only synthesize fused 
data, but make recommendations for complex problem sets. As an early adopter of “strategic AI” for military 
decisionmaking, Israel acted upon a strategic AI recommendation to outmaneuver and defeat an impending 
Syrian attack in February 2023.

With tension reaching new heights that summer, leaders in China and the United States clamored 
for immediate fielding of the latest strategic AI to gain faster analysis and advantage over poten-
tial adversaries. The newest system was not only trained on historical engagements, wargames, and 
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intelligence data, but drew primary insight from 
competing against versions of itself, generating 
novel and superior strategic recommendations. 
Buoyed by a chorus of voices expounding the 
immediacy of the threat, and the exemplary per-
formance of prior versions, in January 2024 the 
United States fielded the Enhanced Autonomous 
Recommendation System (EARS), with test and 
evaluation still incomplete. Senior leaders miti-
gated the risk by ensuring that no lethal weapons 
system could be autonomously authorized by 
EARS and each system recommendation was pro-
vided to a human decisionmaker. China fielded a 
similar system, the Advanced Military Advisory 
System (AMAS) and likewise ensured it could not 
authorize autonomous lethal action. However, in 
order to gain an asymmetric advantage, China 
directly linked non-lethal systems to AMAS’s 
recommendations, allowing preparatory activity 
in integrated logistics, cyber, space assurance, and 
energy management. Acting on an AMAS deci-
sion, these systems would autonomously increase 
levels of preparedness. 

On May 17, 2024, at 0435 local time in the 
SCS, a Vietnamese registered fishing vessel col-
lided with a Chinese flagged vessel en route to a 
manmade island. The collision caused the Chinese 
vessel to sink along with its classified sensor and 
hypersonic weapons package. Ten minutes later, a 
Carrier Strike Group—the largest operational unit 
of the U.S. Navy—entered the region. Vietnamese 
forces had been preparing during the last few days 
for ground exercise maneuvers north of Hanoi, 
within 100km of the Chinese border. A few hours 
earlier, markets in the United States reacted to 
the unexpected cancellation of a Malaysian hedge 
fund’s purchase order from the China National 
Offshore Oil Corporation, which extracts from the 
SCS. At 0439, social media hits for an anti-Chi-
nese Government demonstration, initiated early 
that week by a half-American Chinese dissident, 

exceeded a predefined government threshold of 
ten million hits. At 0447, EARS notified U.S. Indo–
Pacific Command (USINDOPACOM) that Chinese 
cyber intrusions had spiked on Pacific networks, 
automated PRC logistics systems were activating, 
Chinese national space assets had initiated defensive 
orbital maneuvers, and power generation had spiked 
at Chinese railgun sites. In addition, EARS assessed 
an impending major internal security operation in 
Beijing and noted the embarkation of numerous 
Chinese naval vessels to the SCS. 

By 0500, USINDOPACOM headquarters, the 
Pentagon, and the White House were deliberating a 
response. At 0505, AMAS notified Chinese mili-
tary leaders of increased communication loading 
between Pacific sensor sites, USINDOPACOM, 
and key command and communication nodes in 
Washington. EARS assessed the Chinese might be 
considering a lightning strike against allied-held 
islands in the SCS. EARS recommended an ele-
vated posture to deter this action and at 0515, U.S. 
leaders authorized an immediate increase in threat 
level and issued orders for a strategic show of force. 
Incorporating indications of this U.S. action, AMAS 
assessed the United States was preparing a strike 
to eject China from the SCS and contain long-term 
Chinese military expansion. AMAS recommended 
achieving escalation dominance through a lim-
ited, preemptive strike against major American, 
Vietnamese, and Philippine bases using high-veloc-
ity weapons including cyber, ballistic, hypersonic, 
and counter-space assets. Believing the U.S. attack 
would commence at any time, at 0520, Chinese 
leaders authorized the strike, for which AMAS had 
already calculated and prepared the plan of action. 
At 0520:07, EARS alerted U.S. leaders that American 
forces were under massive cyberattack and Chinese 
hypersonic missiles would impact the Philippines in 
73 seconds. EARS recommended a limited nuclear 
strike to end the Chinese attack, assessing that the 
Chinese would only respond in kind, but avoid 
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an attack on the U.S. homeland and subsequent 
strategic annihilation. U.S. missile defenses could 
successfully intercept a significant portion of the 
Chinese theater nuclear response. EARS was correct. 
By 0624, after a limited nuclear exchange, millions 
were dead, tens of millions wounded, and both sides 
had ceased hostilities.

During peace talks, the Chinese claimed 
their systems were only responding to Vietnamese 
maneuvers, U.S. war preparations, and the sus-
picious sinking of a Chinese ship. The United 
States claimed it was only reacting to aggressive 
Chinese actions. Secretly both sides attempted to 

reconstruct in detail the analysis and decisions 
made by EARS and AMAS. However, the creators 
of the underlying AI systems explained that it 
was not possible to keep retroactive interrogation 
protocols up to date under the time constraints 
imposed by the military and business customers. 
These protocols are a data reconstruction program 
designed to explain the decision rationale of the AI. 
Even with those protocols, knowing the reasoning 
behind every subset decision was likely not possible 
given the system design. Though EARS and AMAS 
were decommissioned, the advantages of strategic 
AI proved too valuable to fully reject, as Russia and 

In March, an unarmed Trident II D5 missile launches from the USS Nebraska in the Pacific Ocean. The successful test 
launch certified the readiness of the ballistic submarine missile crew and the operational performance of the submarine’s 
strategic weapons system. (U.S. Navy/ Ronald Gutridge)
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Iran continued to advance their systems, and today 
almost all nations field these systems.

Did AI Cause the Flash War of 2024? 
This fictional narrative demonstrates how two 
nations might enter into war without their respec-
tive leaders fully understanding why their countries 
were engaged in hostilities. The speed of future 
military action will incentivize increased reliance 
on complex autonomous analysis, recommenda-
tion, and decisionmaking. Autonomous systems of 
today are limited by an inability to synthesize large 
data sets in a complex operating environment, but 
future systems are likely to possess such capabil-
ity. How will these technologies be managed and 
implemented in the future? Will they be treated with 
the same caution and control as strategic nuclear 
weapons or seen as just another innovative tool for 
understanding the military environment?

To date, the debate about fielding autonomous 
military systems has focused on ensuring a human 
is in the decision loop for lethal engagements by bat-
tlefield weapons.1 Mostly absent is a rigorous debate 
over the implications of relying on autonomous sys-
tems for strategic analysis and recommendation. AI 
was only used to recommend action. Leaders in the 
loop chose the actions that led to a nuclear exchange. 
The decisionmaker trusted the recommendation of 
the strategic AI similar to the trust placed in map 
applications used to find the fastest route to a desti-
nation. Individuals do not fully understand how the 
route is generated, but they know it is normally cor-
rect, so they follow it. Such reliance on autonomous 
systems for strategic recommendation could both 
marginalize the value of human review and inval-
idate the historical assumptions about adversary 
intent that underpin deterrence theory, increasing 
the risk of escalation. U.S. policy and international 
law must take these risks into account in developing 
new norms for militarized autonomy, broaden-
ing their scope beyond battlefield autonomy to AI 

systems created to support strategic decisionmak-
ing, or what these authors term strategic AI.

When We say AI what do We Mean? 
Understanding the scope of AI under consider-
ation is critical to addressing the potential impacts 
of reliance on increasingly sophisticated AI for 
military decisionmaking. In lay terms, AI break-
throughs can conceptually be categorized into 
three categories:

■ Artificial Narrow Intelligence (ANI) already 
exists. Examples include image recognition and 
game supremacy in chess or Jeopardy;

■ Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) is a human 
level intelligence that operates across a similar 
variety of cognitive, creative, and possibly emo-
tional tasks. Often the focus of intellectuals and 
futurists, this level of AI does not exist;

■ Artificial Super Intelligence (ASI) is another 
theoretical category of artificial intelligence 
beyond any human level. Notably, achieving 
ASI is not required for AI to be superior to 
human intelligence in particular tasks.2

This article is concerned with the application of 
likely improvements in ANI, which will allow for 
automated synthesis and analysis of large, diverse 
data sets, and provide utility in military decision-
making, as envisioned in the Flash War of 2024. 
Numerous avenues within AI are under develop-
ment, with recent, impressive gains in machine 
learning and artificial neural networks.3 This article 
does not attempt to predict the future of specific 
AI mechanisms, but rather grapples with general 
implications of applying advances in the broad field 
of ANI to military strategy. 

Ambitions for Military Use of AI 
The U.S. National Defense Strategy (NDS) declares 
that future defense spending will focus on AI:
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The Department will invest broadly in military 
application of autonomy, artificial intelligence, 
and machine learning, including rapid appli-
cation of commercial breakthroughs, to gain 
competitive military advantages.4

The pursuit of AI development and research outlined 
by the NDS has been matched with dedicated funding 
in the 2019 Pentagon budget submission.5 These are 
overt messages to our near-peer competitors and 
adversaries, but there is no clear discussion or policy 
on how this money will be spent in the outlying years.

The United States’ main competitors, namely 
China and Russia, are also investing heavily in AI. 
In July 2017, China released its “New Generation 
Artificial Intelligence Development Plan,” which 
outlined efforts to “lead the world” in artificial 
intelligence by 2030.6 The leadership in Beijing is 
serious about leveraging breakthroughs in the pri-
vate sector and utilizing them in a military capacity. 
Likewise, Russian President Vladimir Putin said 
recently, “Artificial intelligence is the future not 
only of Russia, but of all of mankind.”7 From these 
statements and actions, it is clear that the United 
States’ main competitors are investing heavily in this 
technology but, as for the United States, how they 
will use this technology remains unclear.

U.S. Military Guidance and Attempts 
to Establish International Norms 
Department of Defense (DOD) Directive 3000.09 
“Autonomy in Weapon Systems” signed in 2012 by 
then Secretary of Defense Ashton Carter serves as 
the governing document for AI technology in DOD.8 
The directive aims to “minimize the probability 
and consequences of failures in autonomous and 
semi-autonomous weapon systems that could lead 
to unintended engagements” and to ensure there are 
“appropriate levels of human judgement over the use 
of force.” The U.S. military must remain compliant 
with the Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC) principles 

of military necessity, distinction, and proportion-
ality. The primary concern with lethal autonomous 
weapons systems (LAWS) is whether they can 
determine if a target has the military significance 
(military necessity), that the target is a combatant 
(distinction), and if the military action is overkill to 
accomplish the task (proportionality).9 To date, the 
U.S. military is worried about whether or not the 
LOAC and the rules of engagement (ROE) for the 
operation can be adequately applied by an autono-
mous system without a human in the “loop” to make 
these decisions. It is unclear if China or Russia have 
a similar policy.

Many civilian and government parties have 
called for international agreement on LAWS. 
Beginning with informal discussions in 2014, the 
UN Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons 
(UNCCW) has addressed LAWS.10 In 2017 these 
discussions were elevated to the UN Group of 
Governmental Experts process wherein the majority 
of GGE members agreed on the need for a legally 
binding instrument of regulation and the need 
for meaningful human control over LAWS.11 The 
2017 and 2018 GGE meetings set the framework for 
further discussions, but few concrete steps toward 
formal agreement have been made. In 2017 Russia 
announced it would not adhere to any “international 
ban, moratorium, or regulation on such weapons.”12 
In concert with the 2018 talks, 26 countries pledged 
support for a ban on fully autonomous weapons, 
including surprise support by China.13 However, 
key nations including the United States, opposed 
negotiating a politically or legally binding document 
on LAWS. The U.S. delegation at the GGE argued 
that autonomous weapons development should be 
consistent with existing International Humanitarian 
Law and a ban would constitute an unrealistic and 
premature judgement on the future of autonomous 
technologies.14 As evidence of the complexity of 
the problem, the international community has yet 
to agree on a detailed definition of LAWS. Like 
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the DOD guidance, international discussions have 
mostly focused on tactical systems.

How Autonomous is the  
U.S. Military Arsenal? 
The United States already fields autonomous tech-
nology on the battlefield. For example, the U.S. 
Navy’s submarine force uses the Mk 48 advanced 
capability torpedo that has autonomous features. A 
human makes the decision to launch the weapon at a 
target and takes great pains to enter search param-
eters into the weapon that will avoid engagement 
of a non-combatant vessel. However, if the weapon 
detects another target inside of its search parame-
ters it will home in and destroy that object without 
checking with the human. It makes the “decision” to 
lethally strike an unintended target despite the best 
efforts of the operator who fired the torpedo.

Similarly, the U.S. Navy’s Close-In Weapon 
System (CIWS) has a full autonomous mode. This 
system is a rapid firing gun mounted on many of 
the Navy’s surface warships that can detect incom-
ing aircraft or missiles and shoot them down before 
they attack or impact the ship. A human decision-
maker determines when the system is placed in 
automatic, but once it is in that mode the system 
engages anything it detects as a target whether it is 
friendly or enemy. Like the torpedo, the U.S. Navy 
trusts the system operators to employ the CIWS in 
automatic mode only when the targets detected are 
likely to be enemies.

Finally, the Missile Defense Agency’s Counter 
Rocket Artillery and Mortar (C–RAM), is used to 
protect U.S. military bases and sensitive areas. C–
RAM aggregates fire finder and aviation radars, and 
acoustic sensors to verify incoming indirect fire in 
fractions of a second. The system verifies the safety 
of friendly aircraft by comparing their locations 
with the potential effects of engaging the incoming 
rounds. Optional responses include localized alarms 
to personnel and direct fire interceptors to shoot 

down the incoming round mid-air. C–RAM has an 
autonomous mode where it fires without additional 
permission at an incoming missile it detects.

These are just a few of the examples in the cur-
rent U.S. arsenal that feature autonomous capabilities. 
These systems, and their inherent risks, are accepted 
by senior leadership as not violating the LOAC trea-
ties because they have been fielded for numerous 
years (torpedo and CIWS) or are defensive in nature 
(CIWS and C–RAM). Policymakers appear unwilling 
to change the standing policy, believing the system is 
“working” since no treaties are violated and a human 
is in control of the technology.

Though the current debate about LAWS centers 
on AI-empowered advances in the autonomy of such 
battlefield weapons, the use of AI for strategic deci-
sionmaking may pose a greater threat.

AI Evolution and Adaptation, and the 
Changing Character of War 
In 2017 the UN Institute for Disarmament Research 
used the term “flash war” to describe shortened time 
cycles between decision and action, incentivized by 
increasing autonomy.15 The Flash War of 2024 is a 
creative extrapolation of emerging AI capabilities, 
applied to the strategic environment. If this pros-
pect seems unrealistic, consider that in March of 
2016, Google’s AlphaGo AI made headlines with 
an unprecedented defeat of world champion Lee 
Sedol at the extremely complex board game Go.16 It 
accomplished this feat after months of exhaustive 
observation, practice against human experts, and 
play against versions of itself. The next year, Google 
programmers unveiled AlphaGo Zero. In only three 
days it exceeded the abilities of the version that 
defeated Sedol, and did so without any historical 
knowledge, observation, or human intervention.17 

Hedge funds, such as the Man Group, have been 
using similar technology for years to analyze large 
financial data sets, along with sources such as press 
releases, corporate reports, and other information.18 
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According to an interview by Bloomberg Market, 
the CEO of the Man Group, Luke Ellis, admittedly 
quarantined the system when it was first introduced 
because its engineers could not “explain why the 
system was executing the trades it was making.”19 
Notably, the Man Group’s incorporation of the 
software is reported to have taken off after test runs 
demonstrated consistent profit making, not as a result 
of a method for explaining all the trading decisions.20 
The Man Group now has AI incorporated into man-
agement of more than $12 billion, and many other 
investment groups have followed suit, despite the 
fact AI analytics are known to occasionally drive bad 
investments based on spurious correlations.21 

The exact processes by which advanced AI like 
AlphaGo Zero come to decisions is very difficult 
to determine, sometimes impossible, and their 
complexity is increasing rapidly.22 Though Google’s 
engineers, and other AI researchers, are now work-
ing techniques to interpret the broad outlines of how 
their machines arrive at conclusions, experts such as 
Uber’s Jason Yosinski admit that as AI “. . . get more 
complicated, it is going to be fundamentally difficult 
to understand why they make decisions.”23

The ability to automate data analysis across 
multiple domains will allow a state to gain an 
informational and temporal advantage, through 
enhanced understanding of the social, political, 
economic, and military factors affecting a strate-
gic environment. AI is already helping intelligence 
organizations sift through the data noise to find the 
proverbial signal.24 The Army’s Communications-
Electronic Research, Development, and Engineering 
Center (CERDEC) has produced an Automated 
Planning Framework prototype to analyze the deci-
sionmaking process, with the acknowledged goal 
of AI that “helps us understand, plan and fight in 
multi-domain battle.” According to Lisa Heidelberg, 
CERDEC’s Mission Command Capabilities Division 
chief, autonomy will shorten the decision process 
and “facilitate recommendations and predictions.”25 

Separately, AI researchers have made gains in the 
synthetic modeling of human belief architectures to 
more accurately predict adversary behavior within a 
military hierarchy operating in simulated battlefield 
conditions.26 Fusing these breakthroughs to enable 
strategic prediction and recommendation is the next 
logical step and this increasingly appears feasible in 
the near-term.

Even with the advent of such systems, critics 
could argue that this is merely an evolution in the 
age-old attempts to reduce the fog and friction of war. 
Commanders have always tried to better understand 
the enemy and environment, and strategic AI will just 
be a new tool in this effort, so long as the software is 
not allowed to direct lethal action. Human leaders 
would not cede critical recommendation making 
to software in high-consequence scenarios. This 
argument misses two key points. First, people are 
generally poor judges of risk under complexity, tend-
ing to both underestimate the probabilities of failure 
and incorrectly judge risks posed by low probability, 
high-consequence events.27 Second, time pressures 
can result in severe risk taking and decreased abil-
ity to discriminate probabilities.28 Even a cursory 
review of existing applications of AI undermines the 

The ability to automate  
data analysis across multiple 

domains will allow a state to gain 
an informational and temporal 
advantage, through enhanced 

understanding of the social, political, 
economic, and military factors 

affecting a strategic environment.
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assumption that humans will retain strong control 
over important decisions, particularly as decision 
time is curtailed by technological advances. As 
mentioned earlier, AI systems are currently used 
extensively in equity trading and other investments 
decisions. Forty four percent of surveyed Americans 
would ride in a driverless car given the chance despite 
the limited real-world deployment of this technol-
ogy.29 Billions of users around the world rely on social 
media information curated by algorithms.30

Each of these examples relates to high-con-
sequence events, where the common outcome is 
benign or positive. Algorithmic trading enabled 
the stock market flash crash of 2010, empowering a 
London trader’s “spoofing” of the market, followed 
by several smaller, “innocent” flash crashes since, 
including a 700 point Dow Jones drop within 20 
minutes in February 2018.31 Autonomous vehicles 
have the potential to dramatically reduce driving 
fatalities due to human error, but ill-considered 
over-reliance on early versions have resulted in 
occupant deaths.32 Russian influence operators 
utilized the algorithmic curation of social media 
during the 2016 election cycle to target susceptible 
groups for influence and spread divisive disinfor-
mation.33 The automated trading example is again 
instructive because it bridges into the concept of 
an arms race in a time constrained environment. 
Algorithms that analyze and act on emergent data 
more rapidly than their competitors can make 
more money in trading. This is a classic, albeit 
non-lethal, arms race and prisoners’ dilemma in 
a high-risk, high-speed environment. Errors in 
these systems have the potential to cause devas-
tating consequences for the company acting alone 
or to the global economy when acting in concert, 
but for most individual companies they provide an 
unquestionable advantage, most of the time. Who 
is going to give them up first?

What makes this informational arms race dif-
ferent from historical examples is that the root cause 

of miscalculation might prove unknowable, as with 
some market flash crashes. The counterargument is 
that the seeds of historical miscalculation, particu-
larly in military affairs, have often been unknown, 
lost in the fog and friction of war. However, the basis 
of such decisions was always knowable. If you could 
go back and ask the responsible person, they could 
tell you how they came to their decisions. With the 
evolving nature of modern AI, this is not necessarily 
the case.34 AI may not only change the character of 
war, but even the nature of warfare as a contest of 
human will.35 Even if interrogation protocols could 
be mandated for all strategic AI, possessing the 
capability to parse out the key decisional reasoning, 
it will likely be impossible to explain the complex 
rationale to a human decisionmaker fast enough to 
be useful in the future combat environment. In this 
way, strategic AI systems may reduce the friction of 
war, while increasing the fog. If fast, strategic AI also 
achieve strong average accuracy, this may result in 
leaders accepting high levels of absolute risk under 
time pressure, as investment firms do now, but with 
potentially catastrophic consequences.

From the invention of cavalry, to mechanized 
armor, to supersonic aircraft, improved speed of 
action has preoccupied military leaders throughout 
history. Today, military innovators are pushing new 
boundaries with technologies such as maneuverable 
hypersonic vehicles and cyber effects that breach 
the digital/physical divide. Speed has always con-
strained commanders’ decision time and that trend 
is accelerating. This will generate huge pressure to 
rapidly understand and act upon information. AI 
holds the promise to help with this problem and 
creates a temptation to value the risk posed by the 
enemy much higher than the risk posed by algo-
rithmic error and opacity. This could lead to the 
operational deployment of prototype AI systems 
that have not undergone rigorous evaluation and 
testing. Imagine Congressional hearings about a 
combat defeat in which the senior military leaders 
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explain they did not use available strategic AI 
programs as capable as the adversary’s because the 
programs were still undergoing rigorous testing for 
reliability and validity.

Implications for Deterrence and 
Conflict Escalation
Deterrence is used to offset strategic disadvantage or 
the possibility of unacceptable consequences from 
military action. Simply 
put, it is designed to 
prevent war. Deterrence 
works through the 
existence of a credible 
threat of unacceptable 
counteraction and/or 
belief that the cost of 
action outweighs the 
perceived benefits.36 In 
other words it is a state 
of mind that exists in 
an adversary.37 For this 
reason, U.S. experts 
during the Cold War 
spent time analyzing the 
personality and psychol-
ogy of Soviet leaders, 
and the Soviets sought 
similar understand-
ing.38 The knowledge 
obtained made each side 
believe in their ability to 
understand the other’s 
rationale. Despite several 
close calls, deterrence 
appears to have worked, as the Cold War did not turn 
into another world war. The fundamental reliance of 
deterrence theory on the mind of the adversary causes 
today’s theorists to question whether it can be applied 
to North Korea. The implications for deterrence pol-
icy are the reason the U.S. Intelligence Community 

has made a significant effort to determine whether 
North Korean Leader Kim Jong Un is a rational 
actor, who will act in accordance with traditional 
motivations.39

Miscalculation, failures of deterrence, and 
unintended escalation are branches of the same 
tree, and are all failures to understand an adver-
sary. Hannibal thought the Romans would sue for 
peace after suffering a few decisive losses.40 The 

United States thought 
former Iraq President 
Saddam Hussein would 
be deterred in his aspi-
rations for Kuwait and 
he in turn thought the 
United States would 
not make an escalatory 
counteraction.41 How 
would using strategic AI 
be different? 

As previously 
discussed, trends in AI 
development are cre-
ating opaque systems 
with elements of their 
underlying decisions 
that cannot be fully 
parsed. Programmers set 
parameters and build in 
their desires and biases, 
as with prior computer 
algorithms, but validat-
ing the translation of the 
programmers’ goals to 
system outputs is more 

difficult. If this is difficult for the system design-
ers, it may be all but impossible for the adversarial 
party to understand. In a new world of autonomous 
analysis, how well designers know the “minds” they 
have created will be questionable and understanding 
the “minds” the adversary has created may prove 

Speed has always constrained 
commanders’ decision time and that 
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impossible. As envisioned in the opening vignette, 
both the Chinese and the American AI systems 
produced outputs that were similar to their design 
goals, and arguably proportional, but the true intent 
of the adversary was mutually unintelligible. As 
the future speed of warfare decreases command 
decision time, this added layer of complexity in 
deterrence and escalation theory could increase 
uncertainty in strategic conflict.

Recommendations and Conclusion 
Despite the risks posed by the adaptation of AI to 
military affairs, the United States must seek to be at 
the forefront of this technology. It is unthinkable that 
America will cede this new territory to our competi-
tors, such as China and Russia, who are aggressively 
pursuing it. Even if the United States decided to opt 
out of this arms race, it would have little effect, as the 
technologies described in this paper are inherently 
dual use, and the private sector around the globe will 
pursue them with abandon. So how can the United 
States, its partners, and its adversaries avoid conse-
quences like those described in the opening vignette?

Ethicists, weapon engineers, and military leaders 
are already hard at work on the challenges associated 
with designing and deploying battlefield LAWS. With 
this article, the authors hope to begin a new conversa-
tion, highlighting and differentiating the risks posed 
by employing strategic AI in military decisionmak-
ing, particularly as the pace of warfare accelerates. 
The following recommendations are only intended 
to start this new discussion, one that is related to the 
challenge of LAWS from underlying advances in AI, 
but distinct in its implications and approach. This 
is a wicked problem that escalation and deterrence 
theorists must address in haste, but there are existing 
mechanisms that could be employed.

DOD Directive 3000.09 should be expanded 
beyond a focus on individual weapon systems to 
address strategic concerns and to remove the cur-
rent exemption for autonomous cyberspace systems 

designed to create physical effects. Additionally the 
directive should be updated to include additional 
guidance for systems likely to generate compounding 
effects or interactions with other autonomous systems.

Another avenue is international arms control, 
including some of the proposals that have been con-
sidered under the UNCCW. Arms control does not 
have to mean ceding the technological initiative. The 
United States and the former Soviet Union continued 
to improve their nuclear weapons knowledge and 
technology even while engaging in talks and nuclear 
stockpile reductions. While strategic AI is inherently 
different than nuclear warheads, key principles could 
be developed. It is in the U.S. interest to demonstrate 
leadership in the UNCCW discussions on autono-
mous weapons, in order to shape common principles 
and global norms. These might include proscribing 
not just the autonomous release of certain weapons, 
but even any recommendation for strategic attack 
by such systems. Weapons inspection regimes and a 
type of “Open Skies” treaty for militarized AI could 
be agreed to by the international community. Such 
agreement might seem unrealistic today, but probably 
no more so than Strategic Arms Limitations Talks or 
the Treaty on Open Skies would have been to U.S. and 
Soviet leaders in that late 1940s.42

It might also be possible for the international 
community to agree on some level of required inter-
rogation capability for strategic AI. Increasing the 
transparency of the strategic AI decisionmaking 
process could decrease the chance of miscalculation. 
Communication protocols might also be developed 
that automate delays in escalatory iterations. The 
ultimate consequence of the opening vignette would 
likely be avoided if each system had recommended 
adversary communication during the various steps of 
its analysis. Though it is unlikely to be as simple as a 
flashing banner that says “pick up the red line,” pro-
gramming de-escalatory parameters may be possible. 

Whatever the mechanism, deterrence, esca-
lation, and arms control professionals must be an 
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integral part of the development of AI systems used 
in military decisionmaking. Failure to address these 
threats before such systems are broadly deployed 
could have catastrophic consequences. Alternatively, 
the appropriate use of autonomous analysis and 
recommendations could actually reduce the chance 
of conflict, if used to decrease the fog of war without 
increasing strategic volatility. The United States needs 
to take a clear position on strategic AI. Simply stat-
ing that the U.S. Government is focusing on AI and 
investing in this technology is insufficient to address 
the coming disruption to global security. PRISM
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